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• AMSR-E: Novel but useful satellite SSS 
 
• Studies of the western tropical Atlantic using  

AMSR-E, SMOS and MODIS data 
 
1.  Seasonality of Amazon discharge, SSS and 
light absorption  

 
2.  The non-conservative nature of absorption 
in the Amazon plume 
 

Outline: 





Nevertheless, when properly corrected, C-band microwave 
data from AMSR-E can be used for SSS estimates.  

“Demonstration of ocean surface salinity microwave 
measurements from space using AMSR-E data over 
the Amazon plume”  
 
 
 
N . Reul, et al. (2009) Geophysical Research Letters. 
V. 36, L13607, doi:10.1029/2009GL038860 



• 60-Month mean, 2003-2007 AMSR-E SSS and MODIS SST 
• Lower density near rivers and across ITCZ 

With satellite SSS and SST we can now estimate 
surface density and study what’s driving it 



Merged SeaWiFS-MODIS (acdm443)  

Spatial correspondence between SSS and ocean color 



Focus on the western tropical Atlantic 
Spatial and temporal coherence between Amazon discharge, salinity and 
light absorption by colored organic carbon in the surface western tropical.   
             Salisbury et al., 2011 JGR Oceans 



Study spatial and temporal variability of acdm443 
and SSS in relationship to Amazon discharge 

Plot courtesy of Severine Fournier  



Comparison of seasonal climatologies (2003-2008) 



Comparison of seasonal climatologies (2004-2008) 
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What we might expect from the spatial relationships:  
Annual SSS versus acdm443 in 2010 SMOS data  



However, conservative mixing is not the whole 
story and non-conservative mixing has broad 
implications for : 
 
1. Coastal salinity retrievals 
 
1. Carbon cycling 
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Annual average Seasonal cycle 

SSS versus acdm443  

2010 SMOS data (compliments of S. Fournier) 



Time series of ocean color and salinity along plume trajectories 

Based on segments of low salinity plume  
(proximal: 0-600km, distal: 1200-1800km) 



Time series of discharge, SSS and acdm443 



Time series of discharge, SSS and acdm443 in the proximal reach 



Anomalies to conservative mixing:  
The residual of the salinity versus acdm443 relationship 
using monthly data 

Distance as a proxy for water age 

Rapid loss of 
acdm443 (~month) 



The residual of the salinity versus acdm443 
relationship using monthly data 

Carbon based productivity 
model from OSU 

Evidence for acdm443 
subsidies at higher 
productivity values 



- Characterize regional and seasonal variability in 
relationships between salinity and absorption in plumes 
 

- Study effects of photobleaching and autotrophy on 
conservative mixing anomalies 
 

- A coastal salinity product based on ocean color 
 

 

What’s next? 

Conclusions: 
• Broad coherence between ocean color, 

discharge and SSS in the Amazon Plume 
 
• But.. The anomalies between SSS and color 

contain useful information 
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